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Recently Kannan and Salehi [9] studied random Hammerstein equations 
involving monotone nonlinearities. Their method of proving the 
measurability of solutions was based on the uniqueness of solutions of these 
equations. Later Itoh [7] proved the existence of solutions of random 
equations with monotone operators. He used the theory of measurable 
selections of measurable multifunctions to obtain random solutions (not 
necessarily unique). 
It is the purpose of this paper to treat nonlinear random equations and 
inequalities with operators of monotone type. The measurability of solutions 
depends mainly on the selection theorem of Kuratowski and 
Ryll-Nardzewski [ 111. A result in [8] on the measurability of the inverse of 
a random operator is also essential in Theorem 3 for obtaining random 
solutions. 
In Section 2, we consider a random equation with a densely defined 
operator of type (M) and a random Hammerstein equation involving a linear 
monotone operator and an operator of type (M). The deterministic ase 
corresponding to our results was given by Brezis in [ 11. 
In Section 3, we prove the existence of solutions of nonlinear random 
inequalities with generalized pseudomonotone operators. The deterministic 
case was obtained by the author in [lo]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper 0 will denote a measurable space with a u-algebra 
.r;9. B is called complete if there exists a complete u-finite measure defined 
on ..d. 
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Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, X* its dual space and (x*,x) the 
pairing between x* in X* and x in X. For any subset D of X, let WC(D) be 
the family of all weakly compact subsets of D and cl(D) be the closure of D. 
A mapping F:Q + 2’ is said to be measurable (weakly measurable) if for 
each closed (weakly closed) subset G of X, the set F-‘(G) = {w E l2: F(o) n 
G # 0} belongs to s?‘. We denote by B(R,X) the set of all measurable 
mappings <: Q -+X such that sup{])<(o)]], w E Q} < co. The symbols “+” 
and “A” mean strong and weak convergence, respectively. 
Let T be a mapping with domain D c X and values in X*. Then: 
(1) T is said to be monotone if (TX - Ty, x - y) > 0 for all x, y E D. 
(2) T is said to be of type (M), if for any sequence (x,) in D for which 
x,-x in X, TX,,-x* in X* and lim sup( TX,, x, - x) < 0, we have 
x” = TX. 
(3) T is said to be demicontinuous, if for any sequence {x,) in D with 
x,, + x E D, it follows that TX, -1 TX. 
(4) T is said to be coercive, if there exists a function c: IR’ -+ R with 
c(r)-+ +a, as r+ +co, such that (Tx,x) > c(llxl\) (IxIJ for all XE D. 
For a mapping T from R x X into X: we will write T(w) x for the value 
of T at [w, x] E J2 X X. A mapping T: R x D + x* is said to be a random 
operator if for any x E D, T( )x is measurable. A random operator T is 
said to be monotone (demicontinuous, etc.) if for each w E 0, T(w) is 
monotone (demicontinuous, etc.). 
2. NONLINEAR RANDOM EQUATIONS 
First, we give the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. Let D be a subset of a Banach space X. A mapping 
T: D --t x* is said to be quasi-bounded, if for each M > 0 there is K(M) > 0 
such that whenever x E D with ]/xl! < M and (TX, x) < M ]]x]], then 1) TX]] < 
K(M). 
THEOREMS. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space, 
T: R x D-+X* a quasi-bounded, coercive and type (M) random operator. 
Suppose there exists a dense linear subspace X0 of X which is contained in D 
such that for each finite-dimensional subspace F of X,, the random operator 
T: R x F + x* is demicontinuous. Then, for each v E B(R, X*) there exists 
< E B(R, X) such that T(w) r(w) = q(w) for all w E R. 
Proof. For any tl E B(Q, x*), the operator T,: R x D -+x* defined by 
T,(w)x = T(w) x - a(w) satisfies the same assumptions as T. Therefore, it is 
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sufficient to prove the theorem when q(w) = 0 for all w E Q. Since X is 
separable and X,, is a dense linear subspace of X, we may find an increasing 
sequence {F,} of finite-dimensional subspaces of X0 such that (J, F, is dense 
in X. For simplicity, we assume that X0 = lJ, F,. For each n, let j, be the 
injection mapping of Fn into X and j,” the dual mapping projecting X* onto 
Fz. We define a random operator T,,: G x F,, + Fz by T,,(w) x = j,*T(w) j,x. 
Since, by hypothesis, T: J2 X F, -+X* is demicontinuous, T, is continuous. 
Now, we have 
(T,(w) x, x) = (T(u) x, x> 
> 4ll~~ll) /14l~ for allxE F, and o E 0, 
i.e., T,, is coercive. By Proposition 3.1 of [7], there exists C& E B(R, F,,) such 
that T,(w) C&(W) = 0 for all o E 0. The coerciveness of T implies that 
So, it follows from the growth property of C(I) that there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that ]]<,,(o)]] <A4 for all w E R and n E N. Denote 
G= {xEX:llxll<M}. F or each n E N we define a multifunction 
I’,,: R -+ WC(G) by 
I’,(w) = weak cl{&(w): i > n). 
Since G is a metrizable separable space in the weak topology, the mappings 
r,, are weakly measurable [4, p. 671. Then the mapping E R + WC(G) 
defined by 
is also weakly measurable [4, Prop. 111.41. By [ 111, r admits a weakly 
measurable selection r: R -+ G, which is measurable [5, p. 149 1. For a fixed 
w E Q, there exists a subsequence {&(w)} of {C&(O)} such that 
&(w) - c(o). We assert that T(w)&(o) - 0 in p. Indeed, let x be an 
arbitrary element of X0. Then x E F,,, for some m. Since {Fk} is increasing, 
xE Fk for all k> m. Hence (T(o)<,(w),x)= 0 for all k> m, and so 
lim,(T(w) C&(W), x) = 0. By the quasi-boundedness of T the sequence 
1 T(w) b(w) I is b ounded; hence T(o) C&,(W) - 0 in x*. Finally, we have 
1W’W) 4i(w), &(w) - C(u)) = 0. 
Since T is of type (M), it follows that T(w) r(w) = 0, which completes the 
proof. 
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Remark 1. Theorem 1 extends Theorems 3.4 and 6.2 of Itoh [7]. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a separable refi’exive Banach space, 
L: D x X + p a linear monotone random operator and T: R X D -+ x* a 
random operator which is of type (M), quasi-bounded and coercive. Suppose 
that there exists a dense linear subspace X, of X which is contained in D 
such that for each finite-dimensional subspace F of X0 the random operator 
T: B x F + X* is demicontinuous. Then for each rt E B(Q, X*) there exists 
< E B(Q, X) such that L(o) t(w) + T(w) r(w) = n(o) for all CIJ E R. 
Proof Since L is monotone and linear, it follows that L is demicon- 
tinuous and bounded. Also, since T is of type (M), L + T is of type (M) (see 
[ 121). The conclusion of Theorem 2 then follows from Theorem 1. 
We now prove the existence of solutions of a random Hammerstein 
equation involving operators of monotone type. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space. Let 
KS x X* +X be a linear monotone random operator, and A: Q X X-+X* a 
random operator which is of type (M), quasi-bounded and coercive. Suppose 
that for each finite-dimensional subspace F of X the random operator 
A: D x F + x* is demicontiuous. Then there exists r E B(Q, X) such that 
&co) + K(o) A(w) r(w) = 0 for all w E Q. 
Proof We may assume that X is endowed with a locally uniformly 
convex norm such that the dual norm on X* is also locally uniformly convex 
(see Browder [2, proof of Theorem 3.121). Let J be the duality mapping from 
X* into X defined for a given x* E X* by J(x*) = x, where (x*, J(x*)) = 
IIx*l12 and Il4I=Ilx*II. F or E > 0, we define a random operator by 
K,(o)x* = K(w)x* + EJ(x*). It follows from [ 1, Corollary 161 that for 
each w E Q, K,(w) is bijective and K,(w)-’ is monotone and bounded. In 
addition, K,(w)-’ is continuous from the strong topology of X to the strong 
topology of X* with K,(w)-’ 0 = 0. By [8], the operator S,: 0 x X + P 
defined by S,(w) x = K,(w)-’ x (w E ~2, x E X) is a random operator. Let 
(F,,] be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of X such that U, F, is 
dense in X. For each n, let j, be the injection mapping of F, into X and j,* 
the dual mapping of j,. Then, it follows from above that the operator 
B,,: J2 X F, + F; defined by B,,(w) x = jz(K,(w)-’ + A(w)) j,x is a 
coercive, continuous random operator. By [7], there exists <,,, E B(R, F,) 
such that B,,(o)&,(w) = 0 for all w E D. We set un,(w) = Kc(~)-’ <,,,(w) 
and v,,(w) = A(o) r,,(o). Now, we have 
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So, it follows from the growth property of C(T) that there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that Il&,(w)ll <M for all n E N, E > 0 and w E R. Since u, F, 
is dense in X and the sequence (u,,(w) t II,,,(w)}~~. is bounded we have 
%,(W) + un,(w) - 0 in X* as n-+co. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 the mapping T,(w) = n:=, m,(o), w E .(2, 
where r,,,(o) = weak cl{&,(w): i > n} admits a measurable selection 
<, E B(R, X). For a fixed w E Q, there exists a subsequence {&Jw)} of 
iC,(o>l such that &A~) - l,(w). We may assume that there exist 
u,(w), v,(o) E X* such that Use) - u,(w) and ~~~(0) - v,(w), as k -+ co, 
where u,(w) + u,(w) = 0. By the monotonicity of K,(o))’ we have 
which in turn implies that (u,,(w), <,Jw) - r,(w)) < (u,,(w) + ~~~(a), 
r,,(w) - r,(w)) - (K,(w)- ’ r,(w), r,,(w) - r,(o)). From this inequality we 
obtain lim SUP(U~~(O), &Jw) - &E(o)) < 0. Since A is of type (M), it follows 
that u,(o) = A(w) r,(w). Setting uk,(w) t Q(W) = wk,(w), we obtain 
L(o) = Jw) %(W) + EJ@LB(W)) 
= K(w)(J%(w) - $A~)) + EJ(w&) - U/cc(~))* 
Applying the functional wLE(m) - u,Jo) to both sides of this equality and 
using the monotonicity of K we obtain 
E II W/w(~) - %W12 < -(~,,(W>, L(w)). 
Since A is quasi-bounded, it follows that there exists C(w) > 0, independent 
of k E N and E > 0, such that 
&1/z II W/c,(~) - %&JIl< C(w). 
Therefore 
II L(~) - K(o)(w,,(w) - ~,,b))ll = E II Wkh) - Uk(W)II <&“2 C(o). 
Using the weak lower semicontinuity of the norm in X, we get 
II r,(w) + K(o) A(w) t,(o)11 <&1’2 C(w)* (1) 
Let {E,} be a sequence of positive numbers such that E, + 0 as n + co. As 
above the mapping T(o) = nF=, rE.(o), w E 0, where rE,,(w) = 
weak c~{&~(o): i> n}, admits a measurable selection <E S(0, X). For a 
fixed w E Q, there exists a subsequence {&(w)} of {r,“(w)} such that 
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t,(o) - t(o) and 4~) 42~) - u(o). Now, we obtain from (1) that r(o) t 
K(o) v(w) = 0. By the monotonicity of K we have 
(A (0) Mu) - 40), K(w) A(o) tX@) - K(o) 4~)) 2 0, 
which gives that lim sup(A(w) &(o), C&(W)) < (u(w), r(o)). Since A is of 
type (M), it follows that v(o) = A(w) r(w). Hence r(w) t 
K(o) A (0) r(w) = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
3. NONLINEAR RANDOM INEQUALITIES 
In this section we study the solvability of nonlinear random inequalities 
with generalized pseudomonotone operators. 
DEFINITION 2. Let K be a closed convex subset of the reflexive Banach 
space X, and T an operator from K into X*. T is called generalized 
pseudomonotone if the following conditions hold: 
(a) For each finite-dimensional subspace F of X, T is demicontinuous 
from K n F into X*. 
(b) For any sequence (x,) in K such that x, 2 x, TX, 2 x and 
lim sup( TX,, x, - x) < 0, we have x* = TX and (TX,, x,J + (x*, x). 
Remark 2. The concept of generalized pseudomonotone operators was 
introduced by Browder and Hess in [3] for the study of nonlinear functional 
equations. In [lo] the author treats nonlinear variational inequalities with 
generalized pseudomonotone operators. These operators eem to be the more 
general ones among the operators of monotone type used in the study of 
variational inequalities. 
The deterministic ase corresponding to the next proposition was obtained 
by Browder and Hess [3, Prop. 161. 
PROPOSITION, Let ~2 be a complete space, X a separable reflexive 
Banach space, and K a closed convex subset of X such that 0 E K. Let F be 
a Jnite-dimensional subspace of X and T: $2 x K A F --+ X* a coercive, 
demicontinuous random operator. Then, there exists { E B(J2, K n F) such 
thatforalloERandxEKnF, 
(T(o) t(w), t(o) - x) Q 0. 
Proof: By Browder and Hess [3, Prop. 161, for each w E R, there exists 
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ayinacompactsetC=KnFnD,~,whereD,,,=(yEX:I/yJ(~M),such 
that 
(T(W)YT Y-X) < 0 for all x in K n F. 
Let {v,,} be an infinite sequence of points in K f? F whose union is dense in 
K f7 F. We note that 
IY E c: (T(o) YY y-x)<O,forallxEKnF) 
For each n, the mapping f,: Q x C+ R defined by f,,(w, y)= 
(T(w) YY Y - YJ is measurable with respect to w and continuous with 
respect to y. Thus, the mapping r,,: R + 2’ defined by T,(o) = 
{y E C: f,(o, y) < 0) is measurable [6, Theorem 6.41. Then the mapping 
~w4=nz,r,t I w is also measurable [4, Prop. 111.41. By [ 111, r 
admits a measurable selection & i.e., there exists <E B(R, K n F) such that 
for all PER, and xEKnF. 
THEOREM 4. Let B be a complete space, X a separable reflexive Banach 
space, and K a closed convex subset of X with 0 E K. Let T: R X K + X* be 
a random operator which is generalized pseudomonotone, quasi-bounded and 
coercive. Then, for each r,~ E B(fi, X*), there exists < E B(J2, K) such that 
(v(o) - T(w) t(u), x - t(w)> < 0 
for all w E R, and x E K. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may assume that q(o) = 0 for 
all w E Q. Let {x,,} be an infinite sequence .of points in K whose union is 
dense in K. For each n E N, let X,, be the linear subspace spanned by 
Ix 1 ,...,x,}. By the previous proposition, for each n, there exists 
& E B(R, K n X,,) such that 
(T(o) ttb), L(o) -x) < 0 forallxEKnX, and oER. 
Since 0 E K n X,, for each n, it follows that 
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By the coercivity of T there exists M > 0 such that II<,(w)ll <M for all 
n E [N and w E a. As in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists {E B(R, K) 
such that, for a fixed o E 0, there is a subsequence {r,(w)} of {r,(w)} which 
converges weakly to r(w). Since T(o) is quasi-bounded, it follows that 
(T(w) C&(W)} is bounded. Thus, we may assume that T(w) &(o) - u(o) in 
x*. We assert that 
lim SUPWJ) &h), &(w) - x> ,< 0 
forallxEK=cl(l*)(Kr7X,)). 
(2) 
Indeed, since the sequence {T(w) &(w)} is b ounded, it suffices to show that 
lim sup(T(u) G(w), T,(o) - x) < 0 for all x E u (K n X,). 
k 
Let x be any element of U,(K nX,>. Then x lies in K n X,,, for 
some m, and since {KnX,} increases with k, x E Kr7 X, for all k > m. 
Hence for k > m, (T(o) 1;4(w), rk(w) - x) < 0, which implies that 
lim sup(T(u) rk(u), tk(u) - x) < 0. Now for x = r(u) E K we have 
lim Sup(T(w) <k(u) - r(u)) < 0. 
Since T is a generalized pseudomonotone operator, it follows that v(u) = 
T(u) t(w) and lim(T(u) tk(u), tk(u)) = (T(u) &o), &B)). Finally, (2) gives 
(T(u) &J), T(u) - 4 < 0 for all x E K. 
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